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Oh the simplicity of ripping off a paper towel square, swiping up a mess and tossing the
whole glob into the trash.

The ease of the paper towel can quickly overpower your eco-conscience until you
unthinkingly grab for one after every little spill. Suddenly you're creating mini mountains
of used paper towels in your trashcan after every dusting session or bathroom
cleaning.

Unfortunately, those paper towels youʼre consuming like theyʼre going out of style were
once trees. Many paper producers use virgin pulp from timber in the United States and
Canada to create paper towels, toilet paper and other tissue products, instead of
making use of more eco-friendly options, such as post-consumer recycled fiber,
according to the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Paper towel consumption not only destroys the environment, it destroys your wallet.
Think of it this way. You buy paper towels pretty much to just throw them in the trash.
So youʼre basically purchasing waste. Talk about a money pit. You can go green and
save yourself some green by rolling paper towels out of your life. Hereʼs how.

Find paper towel alternatives.

Reusable towels and rags make the best paper towel substitutes. After using them
simply toss them in the wash with your other laundry. Try these tips to make your
transition easier.

Keep certain towels or rags for cleaning specific rooms. The idea of using the
same rags to clean my bathroom as my kitchen just seems unsanitary. Try color-
coding them so you know which towels to use for which rooms.
In your kitchen, store towels for drying dishes and towels for drying your hands
separately. You donʼt want to risk swapping nasty germs by using the same
towels for these activities. 
For down and dirty cleaning, use rags made from old T-shirts, bath towels or any
other scrap cloth you have on hand. Donʼt feel bad about tossing a few of these
in the trash if they get too dirty or worn. Trashing a few rags is much better than
consuming multiple rolls of paper towels. 
For light dusting try using old socks. Pull the socks onto your hands like mittens
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and dust away. You may feel a bit silly, like some kind of mime gone clean
crazy, but the cloth is great for picking up dust.

Test drive a paper towel-free life for one week.

To get yourself off of those addicting paper towels, make the cut all at once. Try using
zero paper towels for one week. See how it goes. You may be surprised by how easy
(and liberating) living sans paper towels can be.

If you find completely removing paper towels from your life too painful, limit your stash
to one or two rolls. And only use them for the worst of messes. Then slowly work
yourself up to using fewer and fewer paper towels.

Living without paper towels may even be more difficult than living without plastic bags.
But you can do it! Next time you want to reach for a paper towel, stop yourself. Is a little
bit of grease spillage really worth adding more waste to the planet?
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Anonymous User Apr 18

Ms. Moreno has a very insightful question and I would also like to know why I would
want to devote water and energy to the washing of towels versus buying disposable
paper products? The Scandinavian dish cloths sound cool, but how much energy and
fuel is expended delivering them? I would someday love to see a useful unit measure
that could be attached to the use of certain items, such as hybrid vehicles, where the
environmental savings are balanced against the overall cost of the item, delivery, fuel
used, etc. Until home consumers are able to gauge the cost of the environment
friendly items versus the everyday items, I don't think there will be lots of every day
people joining in... I mean, why bother if it's six of one and half a dozen of another?
Message

Anonymous User Apr 8

I just starting using Scandinavian compostable dish cloths - they are amazing! You
can buy them online through www.Tuliptreesaga.com - they come in all kinds of
amazing colors and designs. After about 2-3 months of use, you simply toss them in
your compost bin. They are washable and air dry very quickly so there is no odour as
with dish cloths.
Message

Laurie Stewart-Pass Apr 8

I can count on one hand how many rolls of paper towels I have used in my lifetime
(really). I don't buy them, never did. If you don't have them in the house then you find
other things to use. Since we live in an area where water is still free, I wash the cloths
I use and they last a lot longer than disposable paper. For me it was a matter of
economics rather than saving the environment but now that saving the environment is
the 'thing' I'm glad I never got hooked on paper towels in the first place.
Message

Marcia Moreno Apr 7

I have a question about this. How many resources, money and so on is spent on
washing the towels? Water is a precious commodity here in Nevada (as it is/should be
everywhere). It takes a lot of water and energy to wash the towels doesn't it? How
does that equal out? I also don't have any t-shirts, sox or old towels to use instead
and cannot afford to buy new ones. Don't get me wrong, I'm just curious and looking
for answers not stating I won't do it. What do you suggest?
Message

Bernadette Cooper Apr 7

We use very few paper towels (I'm on about the 6th or 7th roll since we bought our
house almost 2 years ago), mostly for grease or pet mishaps, though I try to
remember to use old newspapers instead. Between microfiber cloths and old t-shirts
& towels, I've got everything else covered! Now I just have to get everyone else in the
house on board, or find a better hiding place for the stash roll!
Message

Jon M. Burchard Apr 7

I am a Chef and we use different color rags for different applications in a professional
kitchen. So utilizing this method not only saves money in waste, it also keeps things
from cross-contamination!
Message

Ann Duncan Apr 7

Went the Extremely Limited Paper Towel route several years ago :) And compost most
of what little we use...
Message

Rebecca O'Keefe Meixner Apr 7

this is so hard... i'll try it again - sheesh!
Message
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